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Is there evidence of a joint alien-military plot to control humankind? Has a secret cabal of the

planet's movers and shakers made an unholy alliance with extraterrestrials in exchange for alien

technology? Go inside Area 51. Learn of the latest developments in Tesla Technology, Free Energy

and the Ultra Top-Secret HAARP Project. Learn the mind-blowing truth about the infamous

Philadelphia Experiment and how during WW II mankind first discovered the secrets of teleportation

and time travel. Discover how Nikola Tesla, a man who was born in the 19th century, discovered the

science behind anti-gravity and the Particle Beam Death Ray! Commander X, a former military

intelligence operative with insider connections, spills the beans on a variety of top level classified

projects generally unknown to the public.
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Former military intelligence operative with insider connections spills the beans on a variety of top

secret projects.A former military intelligence operative spills the beans on a variety of top level

classiffied projects generally unknown to the public.

Good info!

I must say that I found most of this book a little far fetched for my belief system. Actually a lot far

fetched. I can't comprehend Germans on the moon in 1944 nor Nazi bases under Antarctica. Nazi



super cities in South America? Nazi contact with Aliens in the late 1800s? Where there Nazi's in the

late 1800s? Guess I'll have to find that out first.But some of the theories could be true. Many have

speculated about the one world government takeover that may or may not be coming true as things

evolve. The theories on gun control are interesting.While I can't completely ignore everything in this

book I beleive that most of it is quite a stretch. Pure fiction. The sources he sights are others who

write about the same thing. Everytime you might think he is going to offer some concrete proof he

hides behind the old "if I tell you who I am I will die" line. However, I found the chapter on Tesla

quite interesting. And many of his statements in the chapter have been verified. So, is the entire

book true since one chapter seems more verifiable? This is why I could not give it a one star rating.

There seems to be some truth in this book. The problem becomes figuring out where it is.

love it

Hard to believe stuff, but something is out there.

Awesome book on alien craft handled by humans and all about alien technologies used to keep

humans in check around the world .

A complete waste of time and energy. It seems like a adhd 12 year old wrote it. There are several

hard spots to follow extremely poorly written. The subject us interesting but none of it concludes or

leads anywhere.

It's been said that a truly successful conspiracy requires that no one be able to prove that the

conspiracy even exists. The New World Order conspiracy, perhaps the most threatening to the

people of the world in general, is just such an example. Were it possible to prove that a plan exists

to enslave the world with mind control technology and other top secret weapons, the people would

rise up in rebellion and effectively quash the whole dastardly affair.The dauntlesss research and

writing of the gutsy but anonymous Commander X may be a link in that chain of freedom. Among

his numerous books dealing with the reality of the Secret Government, surely one of his best is

"Incredible Technologies of the New World Order: UFOs--Tesla--Area 51," in which Commander X

makes use of material leaked through the years, either by accident or design, by various

government agencies as well as secret insider reports his status as a former military intelligence

operative makes him privy to.Throughout the book, Commander X cautions the reader not to be too



quick to dismiss his words as the ravings of a crazed fanatic. Like all researchers and writers who

study the various conspiracy theories, the inability to prove their allegations results from how well

the conspirators cover their tracks. It is all too easy to slip into a comfortable slumber rather than

rise up and fight against an enemy you can't quite see but who is nevertheless holding a knife to

your throat.Commander X covers all the usual suspects--the Gray aliens, the Nazi scientists who

came to work for the CIA and other agencies after WWII, the US and Russian military

establishments, the world media machine, the work of genius inventor Nikola Tesla being applied to

military purposes--with his usual skill and aplomb. He weaves together a very convincing tapestry of

the slowly emerging New World Order and then concludes with a call to arms to the reader, urging

that they resist the gradually darkening gloom of the coming One World Government that threatens

to take away all vestiges of personal freedom.If there are any complaints to be made about the

book, it may be that it should have been edited a little more carefully. There are a few too many

misspellings and occasional typos that nearly render a couple of sentences incoherent. But that's a

minor quibble when dealing with such vital information, and Commander X's overall command of the

facts behnind the scenes more than compensates for any errors in the text.One must ultimately

decide for one's self how to view the conspiracy theories centering on the New World Order, but

reading this book and others by Commander X will certainly provide enough raw data on the subject

to at least make an educated decision. As Commander X warns, there is too much at stake for one

to remain simply in ignorant bliss.

I am SO tired of this kind of rubbish, based ultimately on rumors, heresay, and the rampages of

what could very likely be disgruntled ex-employees with an axe to grind. And yes, as a long-time

holder of a Top Secret / Special Compartmentalized Information (TS / SCI) security clearance, I do

know about what I speak. The cold, hard fact is that the American people DON'T need to know

everything the Government does with specific regard to national security. Furthermore, I can say

without equivocation that the men and women within the Intelligence Community (IC) with whom I've

had the distinct pleasure of working over the past 3 decades are some of the most dedicated,

hard-working and honorable people I've ever met, and the overwhelmingly majority of them share

the #1 goal of protecting America from those who wish to destroy the world's beacon of democracy.

This "author" should be ashamed, and his statements challenged by someone with the proper

credentialsÃ¢Â€Â¦ which, of course, won't happen because they (rightfully so) can't talk about it.
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